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2Abstract
This study was intended to describe the interaction
patterns of physics lessons in Hong Kong secondary schools.
Forty-four tapes with written dialogues were analyzed using
Parakh's category system. Each tape was treated as an
individual case and all 44 cases were also synthesized. The
teacher-talk/pupil-talk (TT/PT) ratio and the
indirect/direct (I/D) ratio were computed as indices of
directness of teaching. The percentage frequency
distribution of Parakh's categories and information flow
diagrams derived from the interaction matrices were used to
reveal the interaction patterns.
It was found that the interaction patterns in the 44
cases were quite traditional: the teacher dominated the
classroom interaction. The average teacher-talk/pupil-talk
(TT/PT) ratio was 6.71 and the average indirect/direct (I/D)
ratio was 0.52. Students were found to be passive. They only
responded to teachers' questions. The teacher-students
interaction in physics classes was typically of the teacher-
question/pupil-response (TQ-PR) type.
One-way ANOVAs on the TT/PT ratio, the I/D ratio and
Parakh's group categories were performed. No significant
differences were found among form levels and types of
teachers. The result showed that teaching patterns in
physics lessons were quite individual accordin, to different
teachers. Both form levels and teacher types were not
influential factors. However, significant differences in
TT/PT ratio, I/D ratio and some Parakh's group categories
3were found among the different modes of instruction
indicating that teaching patterns in physics lessons were
influenced by environment and situation. The lecture mode
of instruction was found to be the most direct approach.
Student participation was more active in both problem
solving and revision modes.
A typical information flow diagram was found.
Interactions started by teacher-questions and pupil-
response. The activity to follow was either teacher-accept
or teacher-state. Pupil initiation of interaction was very
weak. All information flows obtained from the 44 cases were
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Background of the Study
The classroom is a complicated system in which formal
teaching is being executed (Darling-Hammond, 1986). The
process of teaching is not only a kind of information
transmission, but also involves interactions between the
teacher and students as well as among students themselves in
relation to social comparison, students' achievement, and
teaching strategy between the teacher and students
(Marshall, 1984). Success of classroom teaching depends on
school climate (Copeland, 1980), group structure (Haskins,
1983), the social norm, motivation and self-concepts of
students (Marterok, 1977), cognitive style of the teacher
and students (Mahlios, 1981), expectancy of the teacher and
teacher's self-attribution (Mittchell, 1980), and many other
factors. Hence, classroom teaching is a very important topic
for psychologists as well as educators to research.
Because of its complexity, classroom interaction can
hardly be explained in terms of a few social and
psychological theories. But an empirical understanding of
the classroom teaching behavior is useful in curriculum
development and teacher training.
The classroom interaction pattern can be described as a
frequency distribution of categories as well as their
combinations such as teacher-talk, pupil-talk, teacher-
talkpupil -tal k ratio, and the directindirect ratio
(Flanders, 1970). It can also be described as an information
flow diagram of time sequential order of the teacher and
students activities (Tarn, 1986). The above terms will be
defined on page 3 under the heading Definitions of Terms.
A sample of 44 audio cassette tapes of physics lessons
with dialogues written by the teachers who taught the
lessons was collected from 1982 to 1984 by the School of
Education, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. These
cassette tapes were assignments of the students who were
enrolled in the Dip1oma-ln-Educatlon Course. They were used
with permission as the main source of data for the present
study. These tapes were classified into three different
modes of instruction, i.e. lecturing, problem solving and
revision. With the diversity of school types, teacher
characteristics, and subject contents in connection with the
tapes, this sample fairly represented the non-1aboratory
physics lessons taught in the secondary schools of Hong
Kong.
By using the Parakh's interaction system, the physics
lessons were analyzed. It was hoped that a fairly
representative picture of interaction in physics lessons in
Hong Kong secondary schools could be obtained.
The Research Problem
What is the interaction pattern of physics lessons in
Hong Kong secondary schools in general and in relation to
class levels, types of teachers, and modes of instructions?
This research problem is broken down into five subpro1 ems.
The first subproblem. What is the interaction pattern
of the teacher and students activities in each taped lesson
in terms of the percentage frecjuency distribution of
Parakh's categories, the teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio, the
lndlrectdirect ratio, and the information flow?
The second subproblem. What is the general inter¬
action pattern in physics lessons in Hong Kong secondar)
schools obtained from the synthesis of all cases in terms of
the percentage frequency distribution of Parakh's
categories, the teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio, the
indirectdirect ratio and the information flow?
The third subproblem. Are there any significant
differences in teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio among form
levels, types of teachers- and modes of instructions?
The fourth subproblem. Are there any significant
differences in indirectdirect ratio among form levels,
types of teachers and modes of instructions?
The fifth subproblem. Are there any significant
differences in each Parakh's group category among form
xy
levels, types of teachers and modes of instructions?
Nu11 Hypotheses
The null hypotheses of this study were as follows:
1. There was no significant difference in TTPT ratio among
form levels, types of teachers and modes of instruction.
2. There was no significant difference in ID ratio among
form levels, types of teachers and modes of instruction.
3. There was no significant difference in relative frequency
on each Parakh's group category among form levels, types
of teachers and modes of instruction.
Definitions of Terms
Teacher-talk. This is the frequency of teacher's verbal
behavior counting in periods of 4 to 5 seconds.
Pupi1-ta1k. This is the frequency of pupils' verba
behavior counting in periods of 4 to 5 seconds.
Teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio (TTPT). This is the
ratio of teacher-talk and pupi1-talk. It is the same ratio
of time spent Dv teacher and pupils verbal behavior.
Indirect teaching. This is the frequency of teache
using indirect teaching, i.e. questioning, accept feeling
and use of student's idea, counting in periods of 4 to
seconds.
Direct teaching. This is the frequency of the teacher
using direct teaching, i.e. lecture and control, counting in
periods of 4 to 5 seconds.
IndirectDirect ratio (ID). This is the ratio 01
indirect to direct teaching. It is the same as the time
ratio of teacher spent in indirect and direct teaching.
Pattern of information flow. This is the flow chart of
teacher and students activities in time sequential order.
Modes of instructions. There were three modes of
instructions in this study. The lecture mode was defined as
the explanation method used by the teacher to introduce new
facts and new concepts. The problem solving mode was defined
as the teacher's use of examples and exercises to illustrate
new facts and concepts. And the revision mode was defined as
the discussion between the teacher and students on topics
which have already been caught.
Types of teachers. There were two types of teachers
concerned in this study, the pre-service teachers and the
in-service teachers.
Form levels. Form 1 to Form 3 are classified as the
junior level. Form 4 and Form 5 are classified as the senior
level. And, Form 6 and Form 7 are classified as the
matriculation level.
Signlficance of the Study
This is the first large scale study on the classroom
interaction pattern in Hong Kong. An analysis on the actual
teaching and learning activities in the physics lessons may
be useful for teachers to improve their teaching skill. It
may also be used as a reference for curriculum development
in physics.
The result of this study may be used as a base-line
reference for evaluating teaching and for teacher training
in physics. It may also serve as a reference in comparison
with similar studies in other subjects.
Limitations of the Study
1. Because of the limited number of tapes collected, only
the lecture, problem solving and revision classes were
investigated. The laboratory and demonstration lessons
were neglected.
2 Because of the existence of the tape recorder in the
classroom, both the teacher and students could be
distracted by the machine, thus creating the Hawthorne
effect.
3 Since only tape recorders of average quality were used in
classrooms, responses from students sitting far away from
the recorder were difficult to be recorded, resulting in
a loss of possible useful information.
4. Since there were only two female teachers as compared
with 42 male teachers in the present study, sex bias
might exist.
5. As the lessons were taped in two consecutive academic
years from 1982 to 1984, there might be variations in
teaching patterns within these two years.
The Review of Related Literature
This chapter is a review of the development of
classroom observation. The trends of development, the
methods, and the findings in classroom interaction are
discussed. The focus is on the findings of observations in
science classes with systematic coding procedures.
Historical Development of Classroom Interaction
The study of the effect of teacher characteristics on
pupil achievement is one of the main streams of educational
research. Observation of actual instances of instruction in
the classroom is paramount. Peter and Amburgey (1982) stated
that:
Technique for measuring classroom behaviors began to be
available when Medley and Mitzel (1958) published the
Observation Schedule and Record and when Flanders
(1970) published the initial findings of his
Interaction Analysis Categories System. Rosenshine
(1976) reported that the work of such individuals as
Flanders, Medley, and Mitzel ushered in the modern era
of studies on teacher effectiveness, (p. 94)
According to Everston and Green (1986), the development
of interaction observation might be divided into four
phases.
Phase One can be viewed as an exploratory phase in
which the question of interest is whether teacher-
student interactions and other related classroom
instructional behaviors can be reliably and validly
identified (1939-1963).... This phase begins with some
earliest systematic studies of instructional
processes.... Phase Two can be characterized as a
period of instrument development, and of descriptive,
experimental, and training studies (1958-1973). This
phase begins with the emergence of studies using
category systems and the issues about paradigms for uhe
study of teaching.... Phase Three is described as a
period in which studies of teacher effects exploded
teacher behaviors that were related to student outcome
performance generally on standardized tests (1973 to
present).... phase Four, parallel to Phase Three in
terms of time, can be defined as a period of expansion,
alternative approaches, theoretical and methodological
advances, and convergence across research directions in
the use of observational techniques to study teaching
(1972 to present!, (n.
Within these four phases, Cazden (1986) classified Phase
Three as the process-product approach and Phase Four as the
socio—1inguistic approach.
The diversification in the interaction research is
related to the complexity of classroom teaching. Brophy and
Good (1986) explained that:
Med ley (1979) has identified f i ve successive
conceptions of the effective teacher: (a) processor of
desirable personality traits; (b) user of effective
methods; (c) creator of a good classroom atmosphere;
(d) master of a repertoire competences and (e)
professional decision maker who has not only mastered
needed competences but also learned when to apply them
and how to orchestrate them. (p. 329)
Therefore teaching effectiveness depends on teaching
strategy, teacher characteristics, classroom climate, group
structure and student characteristics. Furthermore, the goal
of education is not only information giving or cognitive
development but also personality developments, such as
students' self-conceot and social attitude.
In general, research interest in classroom interaction
is divided into three categories, namely:
1. The social and psychological aspects in the classroom. It
is defined by Cazden (1986) as the sociolinguistic
approach. Linguistics, ecological psychologists, cognitive
psychologists, anthropologists, and sociologists are
interested in this aspect.
2. The teaching effectiveness, effects of the teaching
method or interaction patterns in the classroom. This is
defined by Shavelson, Webb, and Burstein (1986). as the
process product approach. Curriculum designers, and
educators are interested in this aspect.
3• Analysis and improvement in teaching technique. or
interaction patterns. Teacher educators, clinical
supervisors, and school supervisors are interested in this
aspect.
The findings from studies using these three approaches
are enormous in number. Only a few studies can be reported
here to show the various applications in classroom
interaction research.
For the socio-1inguistic approach, some effects of
ability grouping (Eder,1981; Haskins and Walden, 1983),
environment and climate (Copeland, 1980; Weinstein, 1984;
Chavez, 1984), teacher characteristics (Mahlios, 1981;
Cornbleeth, 1980; Michel!, 1980; Sturm, 1981; Peters and
Amburgey, 1982; Aspy, Roebuck, and Black, 1972), and pupils'
characteristics (Armstrong, Algozzine and Sherry, 1979;
Williams, 1980) have been reported.
For the process-product approach, the review is divided
into non-science and science classes.
With regard to non-science classes, Marterok,
Zaichkowsky and Cheffers (1977) studied the effect of
vertical (direct) and horizontal (indirect) teaching models
on the development of specific motor skills and self-concept
in e 1 ementary-age children. The result showed that, the
vertical model was effective in developing their motor
skill, while the horizontal model was effective in
developing their positive self—concept. Jones (1 9 84)
investigated the effect of training of teachers interaction
skill on students' self-concept by experiment. The result
was that teachers with training on interaction skill were
more sensitive to their own verbal behaviors. Students ir
this group had significantly higher se1f-concept. Zevir
(1983) studied the effect of classroom interaction style or
students1 political attitude. The result showed that the
feeling of trust was inversely related to a more indirect or
open classroom pattern, and that the feeling of efficacy was
directly related to more indirect pattern. This indicated
that more discussion, especially originated by students,
correlated well with greater agreement towards statements
that people could affect, change, or participate
successfully within their political system. Hull (1976)
studied the effect of teachers' verbal behavior and
cognitive interaction. The result showed that direct teacher
behavior tended to be more effective in seeking information
while indirect teacher behavior was more effective in
seeking interrelationships and inferences as well as
generalizations. Crawford, Brophy, Evertson, and Coulter
(1977) found that in high socioeconomic classes, verbal
praises were particularly ineffective. On the other hand,
successful teachers in lower social status classrooms
interacted individually with students but not with students
as a group. Webb (1982) reviewed a few studies on helping
behavior in small groups, and found that helping and
receiving help were positively related to achievement, but
off-task and passive behavior were negatively related to
ar.h i pvpment.
With regard to science classes, Waetjen (1966)
reviewed Flanders's research on science and mathematics
classes. He indicated that students in indirect classes
achieved more than students in direct classes. However, he
argued that the achievement gained by students in indirect
classes might be due to the flexibility of the teacher. La
Shier and Westmeyer (1967) studied the effect of teaching
patterns on students' achievement gain and found positive
results. Citron and Barnes (1970a, 1970b) examined the
effect of varying and constant teaching patterns on high
school classes for slow learners. The results showed that
for the varying pattern, high ID ratio in the beginning
followed by low ID ratio increased achievement in problem
solving and total performance. A constant intermediate ID
ratio throughout a course led to a higher performance in
concept formation. No significant difference was found in
student achievement between direct and indirect teaching,
but in the case of problem solving, indirect teaching was
found to be better. Edwards and Surma (1980) investigated
the effect of teacher reinforcement on student inquiry
behavior in science. The result showed that inquiry behavior
of students could be significantly increased through
reinforcement based on the utilization of student ideas in
the instructional process as well as through reinforcement
in the form of tokens with appropriate backup reinforcers.
For the analysis and improvement of teach.ng technique,
the review is concentrated on interaction patterns for
dif-ferent syllabuses and types of classes. Furst and Amidon
(1965) investigated the teacher-student interaction patterns
in the teaching of reading in elementary schools and
concluded that primary grade teachers felt that children
could learn better with the question-answer technique, and
IO ratio was higher in social studies than in sciences or
mathematics. Tisher (1971) investigated the cognitive level
of interaction in science classes in Australia. and found
that students were passive and that teacher-talk was 90% of
the verbal behavior in classroom. In terms of cognitive
level, recall activities predominated in sciences. It was
reported that in only 23% of the incidents that teachers
demanded more than recall of information from their
students. Lanasa III and Mayo (1979) compared the verbal
interaction pattern of teachers in secondary special
education classes and found that the IO ratio in classes
for the trainable mentally retarded students was
significantly higher than that in classes for the learning
disabled students and educable mentally retarded students.
On the whole, direct teaching was predominant. Orgren (1974)
studied the effect on teaching behavior by adopting a new
science curriculum. Teachers using a new curriculum were
found to be more indirect at the beginning compared with
those using a traditional curriculum, but the difference was
diminished after one year. He argued that teachers using a
new curriculum would find that an indirect approach was slow
and they had to switch themselves back to a more direct
approach. Further, in largi group discussions, teachers
dominated classroom discussion in both curricula. Tamir
(1981) compared the descriptive statistics of classroom
observation in biology classes of two different syllabuses.
The result showed large variations in certain items such as
pupil-talk, hypothesis formulation or reporting and
interpretation of data. Even in the same curriculum,
teachers greatly differed in their instructional approach.
Therefore, teaching patterns were found to be rather
personal styles. Ogunmyi( 1 384.) compared 10 Flanders's
categories among three science classes, namely, biology,
physics, and chemistry. He concluded that verbal interaction
was dominated by teachers, while most students remained
passive. The TTPT ratio was found to be 4. Pupil-talk was
limited mainly to responding to teachers' questions.
Furthermore, students were found to be unable to answer all
the questions. Bredderman (1984) reviewed 11 research
studies on activity-based elementary science programs. He
concluded that teachers using activity-based programs spent
10% more time on student activities and 10% less time on
talk. Tarn (1986) observed 12 lessons of different teachers
and subjects. He concluded that each teacher had his own
interaction pattern (routine), while teacher-questionpupi1-
response (TQ-PR) pattern was effective and teacher-
quest i onteacher-state (TQ-TS) pattern was ineffective.
Patterns of Classroom Interaction
As seen in the above paragraphs, classroom interaction
patterns were predominantly described in terms of Flanders s
(1970) types of interaction systems. Flanders described the
classroom interaction in terms of frequency distribution of
verbal behavior in terms of the 10 categories. Verbal
behavior was measured in time segments of 3 to 7 seconds. By
grouping frequencies on categories, percentage teacher-talk,
and pupil-talk could be obtained and the teacher-talkpupil-
talk (TTPT) ratio and indirectdirect (ID) ratio could be
calculated. Frequency distribution, teacher-talk, pupil-
talk, TTPT, and ID ratios were used as indices of
classroom interaction. Both TTPT and ID ratios were
applied to measure directness of teaching. Details of
Flanders's model are shown in Appendix A.
Tam (1986) described the interaction pattern of
classroom discourse as a flow diagram of information, and
treated this flow diagram as a routine of teaching. He
mentioned that each teacher has his own routine in teaching.
Research studies on routines and sub-routines then became a
new trend in understanding interaction patterns.
In summary, it seems that indirect teaching was
beneficial for affective development, such as students'
self-concept (Marterok, 1977; Jones, 1984), and political
concern (Zevin, 1984). In terms of psychomotor skills
training, direct teaching was found to be better than
indirect teaching (Marterok et al., 1977). In terms of the
cognitive domain, the situation was complicated. Direct
teaching was found to be effective in concept-formation or
seeking information (Hull, 1976), but the indirect approach
was found to be better in problem-solving (Citron and
Barnes, 1970) and in seeking inter-re 1 ationships and
inference of generalizations (Hull, 1976).
In a number of research studies, it was found that the
indirect approach was more effective than the direct
approach in science teaching (La Shier and Westmeyer, 1956,
Edward and Surma, 1980; Waetjen, 1966; Citron and Barnes,
1970).
Although the indirect approach is highly praised,
science teachers still like to use direct teaching or the
chal k-and-tal k approach (Ogunmyi, 1984; Tisher, 1971;
Orgren, 1974). Classroom teaching is rather personal. There
is a wide range of possible classroom behaviors and it is
thus difficult to be conformed in any specific curriculum
(Tamir, 1981). However, teacher behavior is changing in
relation to class situations in terms of different
syllabuses (Orgren, 1974) and types of lessons (Citron and
Barnes, 1970).
Observation Techniques of Classroom Interaction
According to Evertson and Green (1986), the use of
observation techniques was dependent on what was observed.
In any observation, only some specific information could be
extracted from the classroom situation. In other words, a
researcher must choose, construct, or adapt an observational
tool, method, process, and program in relation to the
question asked. Evertson and Green classified ways of
recording and storing observations into four broad
classifications, namely category systems, descriptive
systems, narrative systems and technological records.
Category systems were closed systems, whereas others were
:pen systems.
The open observation technique was effective in
obtaining an overall impression andor detailed descriptions
of observed phenomena. No standard type could be discussed.
Howpver even in open observation, some degree of emphasis
must be maintained. Some people were interested in teaching
patterns (e.g. Tarn, 1986), some were interested in helping
behaviors between students (e.g. Webb, 1982), while others
were interested in linguistic aspects (Cazden, 1986).
With regard to the closed or systematic observation
techniques, the coding method was used to quantify the
classroom behavior. The coding system must be based on the
interest of the researcher, as all coding systems were tools
to extract specific verbal and nonverbal behaviors of
participants, and other non-expected behaviors must be
ignored. Systematic observation could be further divided
into the dyadic interaction systems and the Flanders's
interaction systems. As mentioned by Flanders (1976), there
are more than two hundred different observation techniques.
The dyadic interaction systems focus on the interaction
between the teacher and the specific students. Examples are
the Brophy-Good Dyadic Interaction System and the Teacher-
Child Dyadic Interaction system. Because their focus is on
students, they are suitable for identifying student
behaviors with specific traits. The Flanders's interaction
systems focus on the interaction of the teacher and the
class as a whole. It is suitable for observing classroom
climate, pattern of instruction, cognitive level of inter¬
action. The following reviews the Flanders's interactions
systems.
Flanders's Interaction System
Flanders (1970) developed his ten categories in 1962.
His system was found to be simple and effective in studying
classroom interaction. It was widely used in research on
interaction patterns as well as teacher training in the
sixties and seventies. Many other interaction systems had
been modified from the Flanders's system. A summary of the
Flanders's interaction categories, interaction matrix, and
analyzing technique is shown in Appendix A.
Modifications of Flanders's model. One way to modify
Flanders's model is to extend the number of categories, i.e.
to extend each category into sub-categories, so as to
investigate the interaction in these categories more deeply.
These types of modification were regarded as Flanders's
extended categories. For example, Feirsen (1984) extended
Flanders's categories into subcategorles, and category 4 was
divided into:
4.1. Responses concerning work presented to the
teacher, pupils' work habits, andor ways of using
materials and resources.
4.2. Response to observed social behavior andor pupil
expressions of values and feelings.
4.3. Justification of teacher's role as authority
figure or justification of school and class rules
as guideline to behavior.
Feirsen claimed that his modified model was suitable for
analysis of special education. Lambert, Goodwin and Roberts
(1965) suggested that category 7 should be separated into
mild criticism and strong criticism while category 10 should
be separated into silence and confusion.
The other way to modify Flanders's model is to insert
certain information about the quality or content of the
dialogue. Content Analysis (Hull, 1976; Hansen, 1966) and
Parakh system are examples of this type.
Application of Flanders's model. The Flanders s system
can be used alone in research on classroom interaction, e.g.
Ogunniyi (1984), Lanasa and Mayo (1979), Bredderman (1984),
Edwards and Surma (1980) and Tamir (1981), or used with
other instruments, e.g. Zevin (1983), Jones (1984), Stuem
(1979), Williams (1980) and Marterok (1977).
The Flanders's interaction system is also a widely used
instrument in improving teaching (Goldberger, 1974),
improving group discussions (Kourilsky and Drickson, 1969),
clinical supervision (Flanders, 1976), and school
supervision (Feirsen, 1984; Slobogan, 1984). Microcomputer
programs have also been developed for on-site feedback
(Hoover, 1984; Gorden, 1979).
Parakh's Interaction System
Parakh's interaction system is one of the modified
versions of Flanders's model. Parakh (1969) argued that
Flanders's model is concerned mainly with the affective
domain and there is little information about the quality and
content of the information flow preserved in the protocol.
Above all, it is not suitable for science classes especially
in the laboratory. Parakh then developed a new system
designed for science lessons especially in biology classes.
The original Parakh's system had 45 categories. It was then
extended into 62 categories by Dr. Gene Moser of Pittsberg
University. The details of Parakh's interaction system is
shown in Appendix B.
Method
This study was a survey of the teaching patterns of
physics lessons in Hong Kong secondary schools. The inter¬
action pattern in terms of percentage frequency distribution
of Parakh's categories, the teacher-talkpupl1-talk ratio,
the indirectdirect ratio, and the information flow diagram
was investigated. Differences among form levels, types of
teachers, and modes of instructions was also studied.
The Target Population
The target population of this study was physics lessons
conducted in Hong Kong secondary schools, which included
physics lessons from the physics classes of Forms 3 to 7 and
from integrated science classes of Forms 1 and 2. It was
estimated that there were approximately 274,618 physics
lessons in Forms 1 to 3, 173,189 in Forms 4 and 5, and
98,112 in Forms 6 to 7 in all Hong Kong secondary schools
each academic year. The method of estimation and the
characteristics of the target population and its related
schools, form levels and students was described as follows.
According to 1982-1983 and 1983-1984 Annual Summary of
the Education Department of the Hong Kong Government, there
Qcg) on average, 35 government secondary schools, 266
subsidized secondary schools and 120 private secondary
schools in a year. The average annual stuunt enrollment
were 32,272 in government schools, 262,275 in subsidized
schools and 150,711 in private schools. There were 252,207
students in junior secondary forms, 160,340 students in
senior secondary forms and 32,710 students in matriculation
forms. The target population was estimated according to the
following assumption. It was assumed that there were 40
students in a class for Forms 1 to 5 and 28 students for
Forms 6 and 7. Hence, the number of classes in each form
level could be estimated. According to the statistics on
public examinations in 1982, there were approximately 40%
of Forms 4 and 5 students and 48% of Forms 6 and 7 students
taking physics. Normally, there were 4 periods of integrated
science classes per week for Forms 1 and 2, of which one-
third were physics, 2 periods of physics classes per week
for Form 3, 4 periods of physics classes per week for Forms
4 to 5, and 7 periods of physics classes per week for Forms
6 to 7. The duration of instruction was estimated to
include 28 weeks for each of the junior secondary forms, 27
weeks for each of the senior secondary forms and 25 weeks
for each of the matriculation forms.
If there were three teachers teaching physics in each
school, a total number of 1263 physics teachers were
employed. There were totally 8932 male teachers and 8342
female teachers in Hong Kong secondary schools, making a
ratio of 11 to 10.
The Sample
The 44 cassette tapes with coded dialogues written by
the respective instructors of the physics lessons collected
from 1982 to 1984 by the School of Education, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong were the main source of input data.
Some of the lessons in the tapes were taught by the full
time Dip1oma-in-Education students and the Others by the
part time Dipioma—in-Education students. The full time
students were pre-service teachers and the part time
students were all in-service teachers.
Unit of analysis. The class lesson was defined as unit
of the analysis. The demographic data of the sample is shown
in Table 1.
Tab 1e'
Demography of the Sample
Se; 42 males, 2 females.
T eacher
type
11 pre-service teachers, 33 in-service teachers
School
type




14 classes of junior level (F1 to F3),
26 classes of senior level (F4 and F5),
4 classes of matriculation level (F6 and F7
Mode of
instructior
19 lecture lessons, 12 problem solving lessons,
13 revision lessons
Curriculurn5 4 physics lessons of the Junior Secondary
Science Course,
36 lessons of the Certificate Physics Course,
1 lesson of the Higher Level Physics Course,
3 lessons of the Advanced Level Physics Course
Medium of
instruction
33 lessons in bilingual (English and Cantonese)
medium, 11 lessons in Chinese (Cantonese)
mediurn
All physics lessons taped for analyses in the present
study are of the non-1aboratory type.
Because of the vast variations of the above demographic
variables of the sample, it is believed that the taped
lessons collected could be a fairly good representation of
the physics lessons taught in Hong Kong secondary schools.
Instrument for the Study
The Parakh's interaction analysis modified by Dr. Gene
Moser of Pittsberg University was chosen for the main study,
because of its applicability of analyzing interaction in
science classes.
Teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio (TTPT), indirectdirect
ratio (ID), and interaction patterns in terms of frequency
distribution in percentage unit of the Parakh's categories
were the three important indices for analysis. The general
flow diagram of teacher-student interaction in terms of the
Parakh's diagrams was also used as an important indicator
for analysis.
Reliability and validity of the instrument. According
to Parakh, the face validity of the original Parakh
Interaction Analysis instrument was warranted. Anastasi
(1976) stated that It refers.... to what it appears
superfically to measure. Face validity pertains to whether
the test 'looks valid' to the examinees who take it, the
administrative personnel who decide on its use, and other
technically untrained observers (p. 139). Parakh (1969)
argued that For categories requiring very little inference,
where the observer used the external frame of reference,
(p. 289). As a category system, the face validity of the
Parakh's Interaction Analysis instrument should not be
doubted (Heyns and Lippitt, 1954). The inter-coder
reliability of this instrument in terms of Scott's
coefficient was reported to be 0.8 to 0.9 (Parakn, 1969).
The concurrent validity of the modified Parakh's
instrument used for this study was checked by comparing the
results from analyzing 10 tapes randomly selected from the
44 sample tapes by the modified Parakh's system against
those by the Flanders's system, yielding two correlation
coefficients, 0.68 for the TTPT ratio and 0.70 for the ID
ratio. These relatively low figures might be related to the
difference between these two category systems. According to
Flanders's system, seven codes were used for teachers'
activities but only two for students. On the other hand, all
62 codes in the Parakh's system were almost equally shared
by teachers and students.
The inter-coder reliability was checked by calculating
the Scott's coefficient between the original teacher's code
and the present author's code, giving a reliability
coefficient ranging from 0.6 to 0.97 with a mean of 0.92 and
a standard deviation of 0.09.
Variables used
The independent variables in this study were form level
(junior secondary forms 1-3, senior secondary forms 4-5 or
matriculation forms 6-7), type of teacher (inservice teacher
or preservice teacher), and mode of instruction (lecturing,
problem solving or revision).
The dependent variables in this study were TTPT ratio,
ID ratio, and interaction pattern in terms of frequency
distribution in percentage units of the Parakh's categories.
Procedure for Data Co11ectior
Each tape was provided by the teacher of the lesson
concerned. He was also required to provide the written
dialogue and the codes in Parakh's categories. The dialogue
was written after the lesson with the help of his taped
record in order to recover missing information during
recording. Before getting any real data, each teacher had
three practice times in coding experience. In each practice,
3 minutes of a physics lesson was reauired to be recorded
and then coded with Parakh's categories. The result of
practice coding had been discussed with the lecturer.
Therefore, the result of coding in each tape collected
should be quite reliable. As the coders were the teachers
themselves, and coding was done after classes, it was
possible to listen over and over again so as to select the
code as accurate as possible. Furthermore, some missing
information in tape recording (e.g. students' response) were
possible to be written back into the dialogue.
The present author read each written dialogue with the
help of the tapes given, and then coded the dialogue again
in order to reduce errors in coding. The timing of coding is
4 to 5 seconds according to the original version.
Each coded dialogue was used as data for the case
study. The percentage frequency distribution of Parakh's
categories was calculated. These codes were further reduced
into Parakh's group categories. Two consecutive codes were
treated as a count in the appropriate matrix element to
generate the two~d i mens i ona 1 Parakh's interaction matrix.
Dominant off diagonal elements of the interaction matrix
were used as indicators of flow line in the information flow
diagram. A sample interaction matrix and the procedure of
obtaining its related information flow diagram was shown in
Appendix D.
Procedure for Data Analysis
The procedure of data analysis in the present study
were divided into five steDS.
1- The first step was to analyze individual cases from
the 44 tapes collected. Interaction patterns in terms of
frequency distribution in percentage units of the Parakh's
categories, teacher-talkpupil-talk ratio, indirectdlrect
ratio, and the information flow diagram extracted from the
interaction matrix on Parakh's group categories was
analyzed.
2. The second step was to synthesize the result
obtained from the 44 cases in (1) to get the general pattern
of interaction in terms of a frequency distribution in
percentage units of the Parakh's categories, TTPT ratio,
the ID ratio by averaging relevant items in all cases. The
distribution of information flow diagram was discussed.
3. The third step was to analyze the differences in
TTPT ratio among form levels, types of teachers, and modes
of instruction using one-way ANOVA.
4. The fourth step was to analyze the difference in ID
ratio among class levels, teaching experience, and types of
lessons using one-way ANOVA.
5. The fifth step was to analyze the difference in
frequency distribution in percentage units of each Parakh s
group category among form levels, types of teachers, and
modes of instruction using one-way ANOVA.
The Results
Case Studies
A summary of the results of the case studies on
interaction patterns in the lessons in terms of TTPT ratio,
ID ratio, percentage frequency distribution of the Parakh's
categories and information flows is given below. All the
codes (e.g. TSF) of the Parakh's categories used were
defined in Appendix B. The information flows were described
with the Parakh's categories, including teacher-questions
(TQ), teacher-states (TS), teacher-accepts or teacher-
qualifies (TAQ), pupi1-questions (PQ), pupil-states (PS),
pupil nominated response (PR), pupil voluntarily response
(PV) and pupil response (PR'V) which was the combination of
PR and PV. The detailed percentage frequency distributions
of the Parakh's categories and information flow diagrams of
the 44 cases were provided in Appendices E and F.
Case 1. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was image formed by concave and convex lens. The mode of
instruction was problem solving. The dominant categories
in frequency distribution were TQF (14.3%), PRF (14.3%), TSF
(11.1%), and TA (11%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were
2.55 and 1.27, respectively. The information flow started
from TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 2. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was conversion of milliammeter to ammeter and voltmeter.
The mode of instruction was problem solving. The dominant
categories in the frequency distribution were TSF (16.9%),
TW (15.8% and TSP (9.7%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 3.51 and 0.30, respectively. The information flow
started from TS through TO, PV and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and problems with the help of
blackboard writing.
Case 3. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was force and motion. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the freauency
distribution were TW (14.8%), TD (10.8%) and TSX (10.1%).
The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 3.06 and 1.09,
respectively. The information flow had two equally
important loops. One loop started from TS to TQ and back to
TS. The other loop started form TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to induce interaction as well as to initiate
teacher-talk. Discussion was focused on explanation with the
help of a demonstration on the blackboard.
Case 4. This was a Form 1 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school, ihe topic
was interchange of energy. The mode of instruction was
problem solving. The dominant category in the frequency
distribution were TSX (16.9%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 4.38 and 0.74, respectively. The information flow
started from TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and interaction
was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion was focused
on explanation.
Case 5. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was cells in series and parallel. The mode of instruction
was problem solving. The dominant categories in the
frequency distribution were TW (16.8%), TSP (15.3%), TQF
(12.5%) and TSF (9.5%). The TTPT ratio and IO ratio were
7.19 and 0.73, respectively. The information flow had two
equally important loops. One loop started from TS through
TQ, PR back to TS. The other loop started from TQ to PR and
back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and interaction
was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion was focused
on facts and problems with the help of blackboard writing.
Case 6. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was mutual induction and transformer. The mode of
instruction was lecture. The dominant categories in the
frequency distribution were TSF (32.4%), TSX (14.2%) and TSR
(11.0%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 14.78 and 0.26,
respectively. The information flow had two equally
important loops. One loop started from TS to TQ and back to
TS. The other loop started from TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and
back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to induce interaction as well as to start teacher-
talk. Discussion was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 7. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was electrostatic. The mode of instruction was revision.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TSF (20.4%), TQF (16.3%), TSX (13.6%) and TSR (10.2%). The
TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 4.41 and 0.63, respectively.
The information flow had two loops. The dominating loops
started from TQ to PR and back to TQ. The less important
loop started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to initiate interaction as well as to start
teacher-talk. Discussion was focused on facts and
exp1anation.
Case 8. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was concept of latent heat. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (19.0%), TQF (15.9%), TQX (11.4%), TA
(10.5%) and TSD (10.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were
5.02 and 1.25, respectively. The information flow had two
equally important loops. One loop started from TS through
TQ, PR, TAQ and back to TS. The other loop started from TQ
through PR, TAQ and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 9. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The _opic
was image in plane mirror. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (20.3%), TSX (19.6%), TQF (15.3%) and
P (11.7%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 5.58 and 0.51,
respectively. The information flow started from TS through
TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 10. This was a Form 7 physics lesson conducted by
ar. in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was wave. The mode of instruction was lecture. The
dominant categories in the frequency distribution were TSX
(31.6%), PW (23.6%) and TW (20.4%). The TTPT ratio and ID
ratio were 13.44 and 0.01, respectively. The information
flow started from TS and back to TS.
Giving notes and explanation were the main teacher
activity in this lesson. No interaction was recorded.
Case 11. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The
topic was heat. The mode of instruction was revision.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TSX (16.4%), TSF (12.1%) and TJ (10.3%). The TTPT ratio and
ID ratio were 6.28 and 0.71, respectively. The information
flow had two equally important loops. One loop started from
TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and back to TS. The other loop
started from TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the inter¬
action was initiated by teacher—questions. Discussion was
focused on facts and explanation. Jokes were used to reduce
tension.
Case 12. This was a Form 6 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was surface tension. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (26.7%), TW (15.3%), TQF (10.9%) and
TSX (10.6%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 4.26 and
0.46, respectively. The information flow exhibited two
equally important loops. One loop started from TS through
TQ, PRV, TAQ and back to TS. The other loop started from
TS through TQ, PRV and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the inter¬
action was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion was
focused on facts and explanation with the help of blackboard
writing.
Case 13. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a private school. The topic
was vectors. The mode of instruction was lecture. The
dominant categories in the frequency distribution were TSF
(27.9%), P (12.4%) and TSX (11.6%). The TTPT ratio and ID
ratio were 13.00 and 0.19, respectively. The information
flow started from TS through TQ, PR and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 14. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school, ihe topic
was properties of image formed by a spherical mirror. The
mode of instruction was revision. The dominant categories
in the frequency distribution were TSX (18.0%), TW (16.7%),
TOP (15.6%), TSF (12.6%), PRF (10.8%) and TSR (10.4%). The
TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 4.39 and 0.46, respectively.
The information flow had two equally important loops. One
loop started from TS through TQ, PR and back to TS. The
other loop started from TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation with the help of
blackboard writing.
Case 15. This was a Form 2 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was home electricity. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (29.1%), TQF (13.1%), TSX (11.2%) and
TSR (11.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 9.04 and
0.36, respectively. The information flow started from TS to
TQ and back to TS.
The teacher lectured about facts and explanation all
the time. Teacher-questions were only used to raise
attention from the students.
Case 16. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was sound wave. The mode of instruction was lecture.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TW (18.4%), TSF (16.7%) and TSR (16.2%). The TTPT ratio and
ID ratio were 26.82 and 0.47, respectively. The information
flow started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher lectured about facts using chalk-and-talk
approach. Teacher-questions were used to raise attention
on! y.
Case 17. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was sound wave. The mode of instruction was problem
solving. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (29.7%), TW (17.4%) and P (10.4%).
The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 4.13 and 0.46,
respectively. The information flow had two loops. The most
important loop started from TQ to PV and back to TO. The
less important loop started from TS through TQ, PV and back
to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts with the help of blackboard writing.
Case 18. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was simple machines. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (18.6%) 'and TSR (13.0%). The TTPT
ratio and ID ratio were 4.40 and 0.50, respectively. The
information flow had three loops. The most important loop
started from TS through TQ, PV, TAQ and back to TS. The
next important loop started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The other loop started from TS through TQ, PV and back to
TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 19. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a government school. The topic
was wave properties of sound. The mode of instruction was
problem solving. The dominant categories in the freauency
distribution were TSF (34.4%), TW (1S.2%) and TQF (9.0%).
The TTPT ratio and IO ratio were 5.57 and 0.33,
respectively. The information flow started from TS through
TQ, PR and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-auestions. Discussion
was focused on facts with the help of blackboard writing.
Case 20. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a government school. The topic
was reflection of light. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSX (27.5%), TSF (15.6%), TD (13.0%) and
TW (11.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 16.40 and
0.06, respectively. The information flow had two equally
important loops. One loop started from PQ to TS and back to
PQ. The other started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion but the
interaction was initiated by pupi1-questions. Discussion was
focused on facts with the help of demonstration on
blackboard.
Case 21. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a private school. The topic
was Archimedes's principle and principle of floating. The
mode of instruction was lecture. The dominant categories
in the frequency distribution were TW (14.6%), TSX (12.8%),
TQX (11.4%) and TSF (11.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 6.55 and 0.79, respectively. The information flow had
two loops. The most important loop started from TQ through
PV, TAQ and back to TO. The .ess important loop started
from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to induce interactions as well as to start
explanation. Discussion was focused on explanation with the
help of blackbeard writing.
Case 22. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was light wave. The mode of instruction was lecture1.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TL (18.0%), TSR (17.2%) and TSF (10.1%). The TTPT ratio and
ID ratio were 13.80 and 0.30, respectively. The information
flow started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher lectured all the time. Teacher-questions
were only used to draw attention from students. The teacher
usprl a lot of time to control classroom discipline.
Case 23. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was reflection of light. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSX (22.0%), TSF (14.6%) and :W (12.0%;.
The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 3.11 and 0.18,
respectively. The information flow started from TS to PQ ana
back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on explanation with the help of blackboard
writing.
Case 24. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was stability. The mode of instruction was revision.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TSP (29.1%) and TQP (13.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 5.26 and 0.46, respectively. The information flow had
three loops. The most important loop started from TS through
TQ, PV and back to TS. The next important loop started from
TS to TQ and back to TS. The other loop started from TQ to
PV and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on problems.
Case 25. This was a Form 2 physics lesson conducted by
a pre-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was reflection of light. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (32.1%) and TQF (10.7%). The TTPT
ratio and ID ratio were 5.30 and 0.45, respectively. The
information flow had three loops. The most important loop
started from TS to TQ and back to TS. The next important
loop started from TS through TQ, PV, TAQ and back to TS.
The other loop started from TQ to PV and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher—questions. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 2_6. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted b)
an in-service male teacher in a private school. The topic
was speed and velocity. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (23.3%), TQF (12.6%) and P (12.5%).
The TT'PT ratio and ID ratio were 5.82 and 0.43,
respectively. The information flow had two equally important
loops. One loop started from TS through TQ, PRV, TAQ anc
back to TS. The other loop started from TS through TQ, PRV
and back to T3.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 27. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was principle of conservation of energy. The mode of
instruction was lecture. The dominant categories in the
frequency distribution were TW (30.9%), TSX (16.3%) and TSF
(11.1%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 5.07 and 0.41,
respective1y. The information flow had two loops. The most
important loop started from TQ through PR, TAQ and back to
TQ. The less important loop started from TS through TQ, PR
and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation with the help of
blackboard writing.
Case 28. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was measurement of resistance and potential difference
The mode of instruction was revision. The dominan
categories in the frequency distribution were TSD (21.9%)
TD (12.7%) and TSF (9.5%). The TTPT ratio and ID rati'
were 3.67 and 0.59, respective1y. The information f1o
started from TS through TQ to PV and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on definitions and facts.
Case 29. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was lens. The mode of instruction was problem solving.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
PRP (18.2%), TSF (16.6%), TW (11.2%) and TD (9.9%). The
TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 2.20 and 0.54, respectively.
The information flow started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and problems with the help of
demonstration on blackboard.
Case 30. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was camera and human eyes. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant category in the frequency
distribution was TSF (51.5%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 6.62 and 0.35, respectively. The information flow
started from TS through iQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts,
Case 31_- This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was mixing colour pigments. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the freauency
distribution were TSF (28.9%) and TSX (15.9%). 1 he TTPT
ratio and ID ratio were 4.91 and 0.33, respectively. The
information flow had three loops. The most important loop
started from PQ to TS and back to PQ. The second loop
started from TS through TQ, PRV and Pack to TS. The other
loop started from TS through TQ, PRV, TAQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Both the teacher
and pupils initiated interactions by questioning. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 32. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was problem solving about pressure. The mode of
instruction was problem solving. The dominant categories
in the frequency distribution were TSP (17.1%), TW (10.7%)
and TQP (10.2%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 2.08 and
1.08, respectively. The information flow started from TS
through TQ, PRV, TAQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on problems with the help of blackboard writing.
Case 33. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. Ihe to1
was kinetic energy and potential energy. The mode of
instruction was problem solving. The dominant categories
in the frequency distribution were TSX (21.6%) and TW
(12.7%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 4.01 and 0.49,
respectively. The information flow started from TS through
TQ to PR.V and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion ana tne
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on explanation with the help of blackboard
writing.
Case 34. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted b
an in-service female teacher in a subsidized school. Th
topic was ionization of air. The mode of instruction wa
problem solving. The dominant categories in the frequenc
distribution were TSF (19.8%) and- TSX (12.7%). The TTP
ratio and ID ratio were 2.78 and 0.55, respectively. Th
information flow started from TS through TQ to PR and bacl
to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussior
was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 35. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was measurement. The mode of instruction was problem
solving. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSP (21.5%), PRP (17.0%), TSF (9.9%) and
TSX (9.4%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 2.65 and
0.21, respectively. The information flow had three Ioods.
The most important loop started from TQ to PR and back to
TQ. The next important loop started from TS through TQ, PR,
TAQ and back to TS. The other loop started from TQ through
PR to TAQ arid back to TO.
The teacher dominated the discussion and th
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussiof
was focused on facts and explanation and problems-solvinq.
Case 36. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was trans i st.or. The mode of instruction was lecture.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TSX (18.5%), P (16.8%), TW (16.2%) and TSF (13.5%). The
TTPT ratio and IO ratio were 5.38 and 0.35, respectively.
The information flow had three equally important loops. One
loop started from TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and back to TS.
Another loop started from TS through TQ, PR and back to TS.
The third one started from TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation with the help of
blackboard writing.
Case 37. This was a Form 6 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a private school. The topic
was Newton's law of gravitation. The mode of instruction
was lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSX (26.7%), TSP (20.0%) and iSF (9.2%).
The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 8.02 and 0.36,
respectively. The information flow started from TS through
TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on explanation on facts and problems.
Case 38. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service female teacher in a subsidized school. The
topic was properties of image on plane mirror. The mode of
instruction was revision. The dominant categories in the
frequency distribution were TSP (20.5%), PW (18.1%) and TW
(12.6%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 6.97 and 0.31,
respectively. The information flow had two equally important
loops. One started from TS through TQ, PRV and back to TS:
the other started from TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion accompanied with
note giving. Teacher-questions were used to initiate
interactions as well as other part of teacher-talk.
Discussion was focused on problems.
Case 39. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted b
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was apparent depth. The mode of instruction was problerr
solving. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were PVF (16.5%), TSX (15.5%), TSF (14.0%), PVF
(12.0%) and TSR (10.5%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were
1.94 and 0.39, respectively. The information flow startec
from TS to PV and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher—questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation.
Case 40. This was a Form 4 physics lesson conducted by
an in—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was lens. The mode of instruction was lecture. The
dominant categories in the frequency distribution were TSP
(19.3%), TW (17.9%), TSF (15.1%) and TSX (9.9%). The TTPT
ratio and ID ratio were 13.83 and 0.25, respectively. The
information flow started from TS through TQ, PV and back to
TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts and explanation of problems with the
help of blackboard writing.
Case 41. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was resistance measurement by Wheatstone bridge'. The mode
of instruction was lecture. The dominant categories in
the frequency distribution were TSF (25.5%), TSX (22,8%),
TSP (20,1%) and TW (13.3%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 13.33 and 0.10, respectively. The information flow had
two equally important loops. One loop started from TS
through TQ, PR and back to TS. The other loop started from
TS to TQ and back to TS.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to initiate interactions as well as other part of
teacher-talk. Discussion was focused on facts and
pynlanat.ion of Droblems with the help of blackboard writing.
Case 42. This was a Form 3 physics lesson conducted by
a pre—service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was spherical mirror. The mode of instruction was
lecture. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (25.3%) and PW (13.8%). The TTPT
ratio and ID ratio were 5.60 and 0.37, respectively. The
information flow had two equally important loops. One
started from TS through TQ, PR and back to TS. The other
started from TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts. Pupils were required to take notes.
Case 43. This was a Form 2 physics lesson conducted Oy
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was electricity. The mode of instruction was revision.
The dominant categories in the frequency distribution were
TQF (21.7%), and PRF (9.1%). The TTPT ratio and ID ratio
were 1.99 and 2.29, respectively. The main information flow
started from TS through TQ, PRV and back to TQ. Another
loop started from TQ to PRV and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion and the
interaction was initiated by teacher-questions. Discussion
was focused on facts.
Case 44. This was a Form 5 physics lesson conducted by
an in-service male teacher in a subsidized school. The topic
was electrostatics. The mode of instruction was
revision. The dominant categories in the frequency
distribution were TSF (24.7%), TQF (16.3%) and TSN (9.7%).
The TTPT ratio and ID ratio were 5.16 and 0.50
respectively. The information flow had three loops. The most
important loop started from TS through TQ, PR, TAQ and back
to TS. The next important one started from TS to TQ and back
to TS. The third one started from TQ to PR and back to TQ.
The teacher dominated the discussion. Teacher-questions
were used to induce interactions as well as to initiate
other part of teacher-tal k. Discussion was focused on facts.
Synthesis of the 44 Cases
The average percentage frequencies of one percent or
above on the Parakh's categories is shown in Table 2. The
detailed frequency distribution was provided in Appendix G.
Table 2


















































The mean and standard deviation of TTPT ratio were
6.71 and 4.93, respectively. The mean and standard deviation
of ID ratio were 0.52 and 0.39, respectively.
The result showed that teachers dominated classroom
activity. Discussions were concentrated on facts and
explanations. The chalk-and-talk style of teaching was quite
common in physics lessons. However, there were large
variations in the pattern of interaction as shown in the
large standard deviations in TTPT ratio and ID rwio.
The general information flow diagram obtained from the
44 interaction matrices is shown in Figure 1. The dotted
] -j pi 0 represents very weak information flow and the sol id
line represents strong information flow.
Figure 1. General Information Flow Diagram
When partitioned into three modes of instruction, the
interaction matrices and related information flow diagrams
were found to be similar to figure 1. It showed that figure
1 was a typical pattern of interaction in physics lessons.
However, there were large variations among individual
diagrams as shown in the large standard deviations for the
TTPT and ID ratios.
As a result of these case studies, 25 different flow
diagrams were constructed and grouped into five different
c1 asses according to number of junctions involved. For
example, class A has one junction and class E has five
junctions. These diagrams were part of the general pattern,
varying from the simplest one, to the most complex one. They
are listed in figure 2. The complexity in junctions and
loops were more or less related to the percentage frequency
distribution of the Parakh' categories, TTPT ratio and ID
ratio. More precisely, high complexity was always associated
with a wide range of distribution in the Parakh's
categories, lower TTPT ratio and higher ID ratio.
Figure 2. Classes of Information Flow Diagrams
According to Figure 2, the distribution of classes A to
E of diagrams of modes of instruction is shown in table 3.
Table 3
Pistribution of Taped Classes Taught in Different Modes
of Instructions according to their Complexity of
Information F1ow
Instructional Mode

























Classes A to E represent a progression from the simple
to the complex. Among the 44 cases, most lessons fall into
classes C and D, whereas classes A, B and E include only a
few cases. The result shows that interaction in physics
lessons were concentrated on the TO-PR and TQ-PR-TAQ types.
The distribution of information flows shows that there
were still small differences among modes of instructions.
The lecture mode included more cases in classes A and B. The
prob 1 em-so1ving mode were concentrated in class C. But the
revision mode had more cases in class D.
Hypotheses Testing
In order to test the hypotheses, one-way ANOVA on TTPT
ratio, ID ratio and Parakh's group categories was
performed.
;he major resuits of one-wav A NOV A on TTPT ratio and
ID ratio among form levels, modes of instruction, and types
of teachers were shown in Tables 4 to 6. Other relevant
statistics were provided in Appendices H to J.
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Between group variations in TTPT ratio and ID ratio
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Table 6
Between group variations in TTPT ration and ID ratio


















The results show that both TTPT ratio and ID ratio
are significantly different among modes of instruction, but
no significant difference among form levels and types of
teachers are found. According to the Duncan multiple range
test at .05 level of significance, TTPT ratios were
significantly different between lecture and problem solving,
as well as between lecture and revision, while ID ratio was
significantly different between lecture and revision only.
The results of one-way ANOVA on Parakh's group
categories among form levels, modes of instruction and types
of teachers are shown in Tables 7 to 9. Other relevant
statistics in the above data were shown in Appendices H to
J. The dependent variables were teacher-questions (TQ),
teacher-states (TS), teacher-accept or teacher-qualify
(TAQ), pupil-question (PQ), pupil nominated response (PR),
pupil-state (PS), pupil voluntarily response (PV) and the
others (X), which include those codes not belong to the
above group categories.
Table 7
Between group variations in Parakh's Group Categories




















































Between group variations in Parakh's Group Categorie
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Table 9











































The results show close correspondence with the finding
in TTPT ratio and IO ratio. There is a significant
difference among modes of instruction only in TS, TAQ, PR
and PV. According to the Duncan multiple range test at 0.05
level, the mean percentage frequency on lecture is
significantly different from the mean percentage frequency
on problem-solving ir. TS, TAQ, PR and PV. Furthermore, mean
percentage freouency on lecture is significantly different
from revision on TS, iAQ and P7.
Conclusion, Discussion and Recommendations
Conclusion
As shown in the preceding chapter, the average TTPT
ratio was 6.71. This figure was lower than 9 found in
Australia (Tisher, 1971) and higher than 3 in United States
(Flanders, 1970) and 4 in Nigeria (Ogunniyi, 1984). It
shows that in the case of physics classes in Hong Kong,
teaching styles are still traditional. The teacher dominates
the discussion. This result might be related to the exam-
oriented syllabus and the large-class structure of the Hong
Kong education system. The average ID ratio of 0.52 should
be classified as low or intermediate according to Citron and
Rsrr.pfi( 1 9 7 0a).
The relatively low frequencies that appeared on pupil
response (PR and PV) and very rare happenings of pupil
initiated discussion (PQ and PS) suggest that pupils are
passive. They will only respond to teachers' questions.
Therefore, interaction in these 44 cases were predominant1y
TQ-PR type. The teacher controlled the interaction of the
class by questioning. The average frequency distribution of
Parakh's categories and the general information pattern
found show that about one-third of TQ was followed by TS.
This result is similar to that found by Ogunniyi (1984). One
possible explanation is that students cannot answer all the
questions raised by their teacher. Therefore the teacher is
forced to give the correct answer as suggested by Ogunniyi.
The other possible explanation is h a u asking pseudo
questions is a typical technique for the teacher uo draw
attention from his students.
As shown -in the average percentage frequency
distribution, the highest frequency obtained in teacher-
state were facts and explanation. and the highest frequency
of teacher question and pupil response were facts, problem
solving and explanation. Thus it may oe concluded that
recall activities dominate physics classes. This result is
similar to the finding of Tisher (1971) in Australia. Most
students at the secondary school levels are in a give-and-
take stage, so that a physics lesson is mainly a kind of
information giving and the teacher has to spend much time in
explaining the facts and principles of physics. Their
questions are focused on facts and problem-solving in order
to induce recall, association and application on the part of
the students.
As shown in the large standard deviation in TTPT ratio
and ID ratio, and the large variation in frequency
distribution of Parakh's categories and the information
flows in case studies, teaching styles are quite individual
as mentioned by Tamir (1981). However, the result of the
one-way ANOVA on TTPT ratio, ID ratio and Parakh's group
categories show that interaction patterns are significantly
different between modes of instruction, but no significant
differences are found between form levels and between types
of teachers. It shows that even though teaching styles are
personal, teaching behaviors can change from time to time
according to the situation. This finding i also supported
by Orgren (1974).
The result also shows that the lecture mode has
significantly higher TTPT ratio and lower ID ratio than
both problem-solving and revision modes. This suggests that
the lecture mode is a more direct approach. This difference
was also evident in the percentage frequency distributions
of Parakh's group categories TS, TAQ, PR and PV, i.e.,
teachers tend to focus too much on instruction while praise
and acceptance are neglected. Students' number of responses
during the lecture mode are lower than during both the
problem-solving and the revision modes. The highest number
of pupil responses appears to be in problem-solving. This
result suggests that problem-solving should be recommended
in physics teaching because it would induce more students'
participation in the classroom.
The general information flow diagram obtained from the
synthesis of the 44 cases could be regarded as a typical
interaction model for traditional physics lessons in Hong
Kong. Information giving is the dominant mode of teaching.
Interaction is initiated by teacher questioning. Students
are passive to respond to teachers' questions. According to
the distributions in the interaction diagrams of the 44
cases, teachers are free to choose their instruction modes.
However, in the lecture mode, they are inclined to choose
direct instruction approach (class A and B), while in the
problem-solving mode, they are more likely to choose the
questioning method, and in the revision mode, they use more
time to encourage their students (class D).
Piscussion
On the whole, the interaction patterns of the physics
lessons in Hong Kong secondary schools are found to be of
the traditionally direct approach. Although the teachers
concerned have been well trained with interaction skills ir
teaching, they are, in practice, inclined to tne traditiona'
teaching approach. In addition to the education system oi
Hong Kong and the characteristics of science teacninc
mentioned above, there are a few more possible reasons for
this. The Chinese tradition of education demands that pupils
be passive and teachers authoritative in the class. In Hone
Kong, most schools use English text books but Cantonese, the
mother language of both the teacher and his students, as the
medium of instruction. Under such circumstances, the teacher
has to spend some additional time in interpreting the terms
and the content of the text book, Both of these might
further narrow the chance of open discussion. Teaching and
learning is a two-way communication, it is difficult to
demand that the teacher breaks the tradition, if other
teachers and his students do not welcome the change.
Furthermore, there is no conclusive evidence that direct
teaching is ineffective. It might very well be that direct
teaching is favorable in Hong Kong, and that both teachers
and pupils are quite satisfied with it.
Recommendations
The present research reveals that interaction patterns
in physics lessons in Hong Kong secondary schools are quite
traditional. It is suggested that a similar survey on
interaction patterns on other science and non sc i snus
subjects could be conducted in order to have a comparison
between subjects. A synthesis of interaction patterns of all
subjects might give an overall picture of classroor
interaction in Hong Kong. Such a picture would contribute
much to a thorough understanding of the actual situation o1
secondary school education in Hong Kong.
Findings from the present study indicate that there is
a wide range of interaction patterns in physics lessons. The
significant differences among modes of instruction indicates
that teachers change their teaching styles according to
situational need. A more detailed research on teaching
styles with physics topics as a parameter might show
differences among topics. More information could be obtained
to explain how teachers choose their teaching style.
Teaching styles are found to be individual, and are
related to the theoretical framework, values of education,
motivation, and other characteristics of the teacher
(Mahlios, 1981; Cornbleeth, 1980; Michell, 1980; Sturm,
1981; Peters and Amburgey, 1982; Aspy et al., 1972).
Researches on teachers' thought process would give an
explanation of how and why teachers choose their teaching
styles. Questionnaires could be administered to teachers, in
association with classroom observation. Furthermore,
research into students' thought process in terms of
attention, motivation and participation would explain how
and why students respond in the classroom,
The results of this study indicate that the problem
solving mode and the revision mode are mere interactive than
the lecture mode. The problem solving mode is applied in
order to improve students power of thinking and
understanding on the topics taught, whereas, the revision
mode is helpful for consolidating their learned knowledge.
However, the lecture mode is equally important. It serves as
the basic channel for knowledge transmission. In order to
have a better teaching effectiveness, teachers are suggested
to make a balance among these three instructional modes
according to situational need.
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Appendix A
Flanders Int.ftrar.t.mn Anl vsis
In the Flanders system the flow of classroom activities
are divided into TEACHER TALK, STUDENT TALK, and
SILENCECONFUSION. These three types of activities are
subdivided into the following ten categories known as the
Flanders's Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC):
1. ACCEPTS FEELING
2. PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES




7. CRITICIZES or JUSTIFIES AUTHORITY
8. RESPONDS
9. INITIATES
10 SILENCE or CONFUSION
Flanders classifies categories (1) to (3) as TEACHER-TALK
for RESPONSE; (4) as TEACHER-TALK for ASKING QUESTIONS; (5)
to (7) as TEACHER-TALK for INITIATION; (8) as PUPIL-TALK for
RESPONSE; (9) as PUPIL-TALK for INITIATION; and (10) as
SILENCE.
Coding Method
The whole class period or a portion of it is divided
into intervals of 3 to 7 seconds. The activity in each
interval is coded as one of the above i0 categories. Hence,
the classroom activities in the entire oeriod are recorded
with a sequence of codes representing the teacher and
student behavior in the period.
Coding can be analyzed in a few ways. One way is to
calculate the frequency or relative frequency of each
category, or combination of categories, i.e. teacher-talk,
student-ta1k, teacher-talkpupi1-talk ratio, and the
indirectdirect ratio. Or counting the frequency of certain
typical styles of interaction, i.e. certain sequences of
categories. Another method is by investigating the so called
Flanders's Interaction Matrix.
Flanders's Interaction Matrix
Every two consecutive events in the stream of record
represent an ordered pair (x,y) in which the two elements x
and y are Flanders's categories. This ordered pair
constitutes an entry in a 10 by 10 matrix, with the
Flanders's 10 categories on each of the coordinates. The
first element of the ordered pair is represented on the












Therefore, each entry in the matrix represents the
frequency of a transition of two Flanders's categories in
time sequence. If one sums up the matrix elements of each
column or row, the result is reduced to the frequency counts
of the category represented by the column or row.
The Flanders's interaction matrix can be divided into a
number of submatrices, each representing different classroom
activities. As shown in the matrix below, submatrix A
represents teacher's activities, B represents student's
activities; C and D represent teacher-and-students
interaction activities, E, F, G and H represent
interruptions of teacher's or student's activity by silence
or confusion. The relative freauency among submatrices can
be used to analyze the structure of the whole class period.

















Many kinds of other information in the classroom
interaction can be extracted from the interaction matrix.
But before extracting information, some prior style of
interaction has to be determined either by investigating the
dialog, or by other theory determined by the analyzer.
Flanders's matrix serves only as a tool of analysis.
AnnonHiv R
Parakh Interaction Anal vsi.c;
The Parakh system (1969) is to analyze interaction in
science classes. A trigram consisting of three letters is
used to represent a category. The first letter indicates who
is speaking, either T (teacher) or P (pupil). The second
indicates the type of message. Teacher communications are
divided into teacher statement (TS) and teacher questions
(TQ). Pupil communications are divided into pupil
volunteered response( PV), pupil solicited response (PR),
pupil self-initiated statements (PS) and pupil questions
(PQ). The distinction between PR and PV is that a PR is a
response to a teacher's statement or question which is
solicited by the teacher and PV indicates that a student
volunteers to respond to the teacher's message. The third
represents the content of the message and is one of D
(definition), F (fact), X (explanation), E (evaluation,
about value, judgment, opinion). N (nature of science), P
(problem solving), R (routines), L (lack of knowledge), and
W (writing on the blackboard). For example, trigram PQX
represents that a pupil asks question about the explanation
of a physical phenomenon. All different trigrams are listed
as foilows:
Teacher communications:
TQD, TQF, TQX, TQE, TON, TQP, TQR, TQL
TSD, TSF, TSX, TSE, TSN, TSP, TSR, TSL
Pupil communications:
PQD, PQF, POX, PQE, PQN, POP, PGR, POL
PRO, PRF, PRX, PRE, PRN, PRP, PRR, PRL
PSD, PSF, PSX, PSE, PSN, PSP, PSR, PSL
PVD, PV F, PVX, PVE, PVN, PVP, PVR, PVL, PVW
In addition, there are codes other than communications:
TD: Teacher demonstrates, give demonstration.
TL: Teacher looks at, examines, checks pupils work.
TR: Teacher attends to routines, class management,
distributes materials.
TJ: Teacher encourages, jokes, reduces tension, accepts
j e s 11 n g s.
TO: Teacher qualifies or corrects pupils responses.
TA: Teacher accepts response.
TC: Teacher reprimands or chastises student responses.
TW: Teacher writes on chalkboard.
PW: Pupils copy notes, do classwork.
P: Pause in flow environment.
W: Pupil writes on chalkboard.
J: Pupil jokes or acts to reduce tension.
Scott's •nter-observer reliability of the Parakh system
has been reported in the previous studies between 0.8 and
0.9. The face validity of this system has also been
substantiated previously.
Coding with Parakh's category can also be analyzed by
frequency distribution, TTPT ratio, ID ratio, and
interaction matrix, similar to those used in the Flanders
system.
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如 果 我 們 拿 走 這 枝 … … 首 先 將 金 展 棒 拿 走 ， 然
1
II 呀 丨 我 們 就 說 這 個 抵




個 呢 就 是
好 咐 ！ 緊 著 我 問 你 第 三 個 呀 … … 笫 二 個 問 題 。
我 們 將 玻 璃 棒 擺 埋 去 接 近 那 個 波 會 有 甚 麼 情 形
晤 ？ 锸 緒 脊 。
！ 所 以 如 果 我 們 將 玻 璃 棒 擺 埋 去
I
我 們 已 經 講 過 玻 璃 是 正 的 ， 波 也 是 正 的 ， 都 以
大 家 都 夷 所 以 有
好 啦 丨 最 後 一 個 問 题 ， 如 果 我 將 金 屬 棒 擺 埋 去
II1
給 三 個 選 擇 你 ， 第 一 個 就 是 第
第 三 甚 麽 影 響 也 沒 有
甚 麽 影 響 … … 暌 ， 呀 ， 應 該 有
有 馬 榮 欣 ， 他 答 得 對 不 對
對 丨 有
现 在 這 個 沒 有 那 枝
在 那 與 ， 我 們 已 拿 疋 ， 我 就 取
那 枝 金 屬 棒 擺 埋 去 ， 兩 樣 東 西 會 怎 樣 呢 ？
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The off-diagonal elements of the interaction show the
transitions among group categories. Looking at dominating
elements in each row, one could find that TS was followed by
TQ and TO was followed by PR. PR could be followed by TO or
TAQ with equal chance. TAQ was followed by TS. The
sequence of transitions could be graphically represented in
the information flow diagram as follows.






Percentage Frequency Distributions of Parakh's Categories
in the 44 Cases




















































































































































































































































































































































































































Case 16 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20
Parakh's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakh's Percentage











































































































Case 21 Case 22 Case 23 Case 24 Case 25
Parakh's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakk's Percentage



















































































































Case 26 Case 27 Case 28 Case 29 Case 30
Parakh's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakk's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage








































































































Case 31 Case 32 Case 33 Case 34 Case 35
Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage

































































































































Case 36 Case 37 Case 38 Case 39 Case 40
Parakb's Percentage Parakb's Percentage Farakb's Percentage Parakb's Percentage Parakb's Percentage












































































































Case 41 Case 42 Case 43 Case 44
Parakb's Percentage Parakb's Percentage Parakh's Percentage Parakh's Percentage

































































































Note. Frequency of less than 2% were not reported.
Appendix F
Information Flow Diagrams in the 44 Cases
Appendix F (Cont'd)
Appendix G







































































































































Supplementary Results of One-Way ANQVA on TTPT Ratio,
ID ratio and Parakh's Group Categories among Form Levels
Sum of Squares Mean Squares
V a r i-






































































1. 8 4 6 3(ns)
2.0508(ns)
.9019(ns)








Supplementary Result of One-Wav ANOVA on TTPT Ratio,
ID Ratio and Parakh's Group Categories among Modes
of Instructions
Sum of Squares Mean Squares
Var i-















































































ns:£ .05 .05 £ .01 £ .001
Appendix J
Supplementary Results of One-Way ANOVA on TTPT Ratio,
ID Ratio and Parakh's Group Categories among Types
of Teachers
i im nf .Qniiro' Mean Squares
Var i-



































1 1 7 .9360
1.6504
.1871
75 .4851
1013.6802
648. 967 f
1 821 .6771
5226.3912
389.7611
219.1792
1288.626
34.533
1386.037;
5197.976J
30.434C
11.0812
2.1612
33.6431
23.817C
. 753C
117.936C
1.650;
.1871
75.4851
24.1352
15.4516
43.3735
124.4372
9.280C
5.2186
30.6816
.8222
33.000S
123.7615
1 .2610(ns)
.717 2(ns)
.0498(ns)
.2704(ns)
2.5665(ns)
. 1443(ns)
3.8439(ns)
2.007 3(ns)
.005 7(ns)
. 6099(ns)
ns:£ .05


